• Phase measurements less noisy but ambiguous Ambiguity estimation = levelling
Phase combinations are preferred but need levelling.
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• GPS « geometric free » combinations TEC Code: Phase:
1. Measuring TEC
Levelling can be achieved using code measurements.
• Ambiguity = average on « arc » of difference between phase and sTEC
• sTEC ≈ code -hardware delays
• Hardware delays estimated on a long period using code and polynomial approximation of sTEC
• Remaining effects from code = multipath, residual hardware delays, noise We obtain fairly large sTEC differences by arc.
• Bias = 6.8 TECu
• Std = 3.5 TECu
• Correlation with ionospheric and geomagnetic activity
• Specific cases wrt adjacent days sTEC GIMl -sTEC RMI by arc 1TECu 16 cm error for L 1
sTEC Comparison
We obtain fairly large sTEC differences by arc.
• Large negative differences -17 TECu on March 24th
• Coinciding with geomagnetic storm sTEC GIMl -sTEC RMI by arc
GIMl sTEC seems to react less to geomagnetic storms. We obtain fairly large sTEC differences by arc.
• Large positive differences We obtain fairly large sTEC differences by arc.
• Small differences • 12% of arcs involved in discontinuities larger than 1 TECu Discontinuities reveal differences in averaged remaining effects.
• Several arcs for one satellite vTEC is a different-level product for both data type.
vTEC Comparison
We obtain consistent results for most of the GIMs.
Difference between RMI and GIM vTEC (Brussels -2002) We observe significant differences between two techniques.
• sTEC difference constant by arc -6.8 TECu on average -Large differences concommitant or not with geomagnetic disturbances -Day-to-day variability or recurrence GIMs or multipath main influence
• vTEC underestimation from RMI but potential overestimation from GIM We observe significant differences between two techniques.
• Further investigations TEC can be measured using GNSS.
